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          We partner with our clients to unlock real estate value. Together, we’ll help you solve critical challenges, manage and deliver projects, leverage technology to drive better, faster decisions, and produce more effective capital strategies.
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                Research & Insight

              
              Research & Insight is our hub for commercial articles and research from specialists offering industry-leading advice and analysis.
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              In-depth research and analysis into commercial market trends, forecasts from our specialist research teams, and market-leading commentary to help you make the right real estate decisions.
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              The latest US commercial market news and opinions, plus helpful guides and top tips from our renowned industry experts.
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                Why Savills

              
              Founded in the UK in 1855, Savills is one of the world's leading real estate service providers. Our experience and expertise spans the globe, with 700 offices across the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa and the Middle East.
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              We've grown a lot in 160 years. Through many economic cycles, we've become the international advisor of choice across every aspect of real estate.
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              Our integrity, honesty and professionalism is what gives our clients, colleagues, investors and business partners the confidence to work with us.
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              Savills recognizes the urgency in decarbonizing the real estate sector, creating healthy, diverse workplaces, and developing policies for the future of work.

              More Information
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              Savills Plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange within the FTSE250 index. Our annual reports and investor updates can be found online.

              Visit our investor relations site
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              We understand that our most valuable resource is our people.
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          Careers
          Savills is one of the world’s largest commercial real estate brokerage firms, and Savills North America has been operating since 1954. We pride ourselves on offering our employees challenging and rewarding career opportunities and attracting and retaining some of the top leaders in the industry.
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                    Solutions that power people and growth
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                The integrated advisory firm

                We tailor our approach to your goals and challenges, leveraging our unified service platform and world-class technology to unlock the value of your real estate.  
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                Powering strategy

                Savills delivers data-driven insights and experience-led guidance, helping you see your portfolio in new ways.

            


                Helping teams thrive

                Real estate is about people. With the optimal location and space, you’ll attract and retain talent, and increase productivity.

            


                Driving performance

                Better space, improved utilization, and reduced costs – turn your commercial real estate into your competitive edge.
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                        Research & Insight

                        The Savills Research & Insight hub features exclusive analysis of market trends, data-driven predictions, and timely commercial real estate news from across North America. Put our information to work for you.
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            160 years of trusted relationships

            We’re principled partners and candid collaborators. Together, we’ll find solutions to your real estate challenges, positioning you for success.

            About savills
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                    Our history

                    Since our founding in 1855, we’ve established a reputation for combining intelligence and integrity to produce results.

                    See how we’ve built trust
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                    How we work

                    Through genuine collaboration, we deliver exceptional results. We create meaningful value for you, your teams, and for the people you serve.

                    Discover the savills difference
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                    The Savills team

                    One team for all your needs. In every market, we bring local expertise, diverse perspectives, and our integrated service suite.

                    Meet our people
                

            



    




    
        
                
                    We’ve listened to our clients’ needs, and responded by building a truly integrated real estate advisory. Today, Savills finds impactful solutions across workspace and portfolio challenges, project management and delivery, our unique technology platforms, and advanced capital strategies. Our goal is to make a difference for every client.
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                Find an office near you

                We can help. Connect with a Savills expert, and learn how real estate can power your business.
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